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Chapterr  VI 

RELATIVES ::  SILENT SAVIOURS 

II  was talking to Abdul Khaleque, an elderly man who had broken his right hand and right leg 
whenn a car hit him as he was crossing the highway near his village. He hardly ever came to the 
city,, but now he is trapped in this big city hospital bed with two plastered limbs. As this is harvest 
season,, his two sons are busy in the fields in the village. His wife is taking care of him in the 
hospital.. He told me that his wife stays with him day and night and helps him with everything in 
thee hospital. His sons sometimes come in the evening. 

Ass Abdul Khaleque cannot move his hands, his wife had just finished feeding him 
breakfast.. After a while it was time for the professor's round. As usual the nurses, ward boys and 
cleanerss all started to shout at the relatives of the patients, telling them to get out of the ward. One 
wardd boy shouted at Abdul Khaleque's wife to leave the ward quickly. I asked Khaleque where 
hiss wife waited during the professor's round. Khaleque told me that usually she goes out and sits 
withh other relatives in the corridor in front of the operation theatre, but today she is feeling too 
weakk to go out because she could not sleep the night before. Khaleque was having pain in his leg 
andd she remained awake to caress his head. 

II  left them there and joined the professor's round. After the round I went back to them 
andd asked Khaleque whether his wife was already back. Khaleque lowered his voice and asked: 
'Iss the professor gone out of the hospital, or can he come again to the ward?' I told him that he 
wass gone and there was no chance of him returning to the ward. Khaleque then whispered: 
'Actuallyy she is just here beneath my bed. I told you that she was very weak; she didn't go out.' I 
wass surprised because I had been standing beside his bed for some time but had not noticed 
anything.. Khaleque then asked his wife to come out from beneath the bed. Khaleque's wife came 
crawlingg out from under the bed with a sigh of relief. Luckily, Khaleque's bed was in a comer of 
thee ward, so it was a good place for her to hide during the round. 

Ass we were talking, Khaleque's wife reminded him that he needed to take some 
medicine,, which she then helped him with. After some time, an intern doctor came with a slip 
withh a new list of medicines on it and asked Khaleque if there was someone who could bring him 
thesee medicines. Khaleque said that his younger son was coming in the evening, and that he 
wouldd be able to bring such medicines. The intern then opened the bandages over Khaleque's 
woundd and began redressing them. After a while, the intern doctor said that he needed to leave for 
aa while, and asked Khaleque's wife to carry on with the washing. He instructed her how to do it. 
Butt she found it very difficult to catch the gauze with the forceps. After all, she had never seen 
forcepss before. After the intern left, Khaleque's wife told me: 'You see I came with a patient and 
noww they want me to become a doctor.' 

Itt is always possible to see one or more of the patient's family members in and around the 
ward.. Usually relatives bring the patient to the hospital. In the case of traffic accidents, the 
patientss are brought from the site of the accident to the hospital by strangers, but soon afterwards 
thee relatives arrive in the hospital. Usually one of the relatives then becomes 'attached' to the 
patientt during the whole period of the patient's hospital stay, and plays an important role in 
caringg for the patient. In fact, patients' family members are crucial players in the overall 
functioningg of the ward. It is generally not possible for the limited number of nurses and ward 
boyss to take care of the more than 100 admitted patients in the ward. Moreover, most of them are 
engagedd in tasks other than the provision of patient care, such as paperwork, gate keeping and 
bringingg tea to the doctors. As a a result, although relatives are not part of official organization of 
thee hospital, the staff members heavily rely on them for much patient care. Therefore, relatives 
aree essential actors in the informal organisation of the ward. In this chapter, I will describe the 
variouss roles the relatives play in the ward and will examine their experiences in the hospital. 
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Whoo are they? 

Usuallyy the immediate kin members of the patient act as attendants. In some cases, fellow 
workerss or colleagues also stay with them in the hospital There are, however, a few patients who 
doo not have anyone to attend them at all. The following tables give information, taken at a certain 
pointt during my fieldwork, about the identity of the attendants of the patients. 

Tablee 6.1: Relationship of the attendants to the patient 
RelationRelation to 
thethe patient 

Wife e 
Mother r 
Father r 
Brother r 
Son n 
Felloww worker 
Sister r 
Uncle e 
Sister-in-law w 
Brother-in-law w 
Father-in-Law w 
Noo attendants 
Totall  attendants 

Number Number 

8 8 
7 7 
6 6 
6 6 
5 5 
4 4 
3 3 
3 3 
2 2 
2 2 
1 1 
3 3 

49 9 

Tablee 6.2: Gender  of the attendants 
Gender Gender 

Male e 
Female e 
Total l 

Number Number 
29 9 
20 0 
49 9 

TableTable 6.3: Age of the attendants 
AgeAge range 

(Years) (Years) 
20-30 0 
31-40 0 
41-50 0 
51-60 0 
61--
Total l 

Number Number 

18 8 
17 7 
12 2 
2 2 
0 0 

49 9 

Tablee 6.4: Occupation 
Occupation Occupation 
Housewife e 
Small l 
business s 
Student t 
Farmer r 
Factory y 
Worker r 
Government t 
Service e 
Teacher r 
Total l 

off  the attendants 
Number Number 

16 6 
12 2 

8 8 
5 5 
4 4 

2 2 

2 2 
49 9 

Tablee 6.1 indicates that the wife, father, mother, brother, or sister most 
frequentlyy stays with the patient. Sometimes an uncle, brother-in-law, sister-in-
law,, father-in-law or even a fellow worker acts as an attendant. In these cases, 
usuallyy the immediate kin are either living far away or were dead. In the case 
off  children under 12 years of age, the attendants were always the mothers. In 
femalee wards, all the attendees were female. 

Sometimes,, however, there is an entirely different kind of attendant: 
policee agents who guard patients who are prisoners. There are always two 
policemenn beside the hospital bed of a convict. They have no emotional 
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attachmentt to the patient, yet they must stay there and act as both a guard and 
attendant. . 

Itt is interesting to notice that the majority of the attendants are 
males.. This is contradictory to the prevailing notion in Bangladeshi 
societyy that care giving is female work. Patients gave various reasons for 
thee absence of female family members from their bedside. Reasons of 
inconveniencee were most frequently mentioned. It is often not possible 
forr women to leave their household responsibilities; it is also 
inappropriatee for women to stay in the male ward, as mentioned earlier 
thatt the Islamic notion of purdah (seclusion) is important for women in 
Bangladesh.. The tables regarding the age and occupation of the relatives 
showw that most of the attending relatives are between the ages of 20 and 
400 years of age, and that they are involved in various wage-earning jobs. 
Thus,, a second healthy male must accompany the wounded one, and 
leavee his regular job or business. This has further consequences for the 
economicc lif e of the family, for additional income for the family is lost. 
Inn spite of the economic loss, family members regularly sacrifice their 
routinee lif e to support their ailing relatives or friends. 

Performingg all the crucial tasks 

Thee attendants perform a number of functions that are crucial to the care of the 
patientss and the running of the ward. The list below summarizes the assistance 
providedd by the attendants to their sick patients: 

1.. Helping in feeding, washing and toilet 
2.. Bringing food and medicine from outside 
3.. Assisting with administering medication and with monitoring exercise 
4.. Negotiating with hospital staff 
5.. Intermediary with the outside world 
6.. Providing emotional support 

Orthopaedicc patients are generally bed-ridden, so they are very much 
dependentt on their attendants to meet their bodily needs like going to the toilet, 
feedingg and washing themselves. Some of the ambulant patients can walk to 
thee toilet without the assistance of their relatives, but most patients are unable 
too move to the toilet alone or even at all. In these cases, relatives help them 
withh the bedpan. As mentioned before, the ward boys or cleaners sometimes 
helpp the patients with their bedpan in exchange for payment. Many patients 
cannott even sit by themselves; relatives need to hold them while they sit. 
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Attendantss also feed the patients. Patients with plasters on their hands 
cannott eat by themselves. Those with leg fractures cannot sit properly to have a 
meal.. In addition to feeding the patients, attendants help them to acquire food 
fromfrom outside the hospital. Most patients said they do not like the food supplied 
byy the hospital, as they find it tasteless. Some of the patients who can afford it 
requestt at least some carry out from the nearby restaurant. Others want food 
fromfrom home. 

Attendantss also help the patient with washing. It is almost impossible 
forr patients to take a complete bath due to their plasters and traction. The 
attendantss therefore regularly wash the patients body by sponging them off 
withh a wet cloth as they sit or lie in bed. I have never seen a nurse or other staff 
memberr help to feed or wash the patients. 

Ass previously mentioned, the government hospital has a limited and 
irregularr supply of drugs. As a result, patients have to buy nearly all of the 
cruciall  drugs from the medicine shops. The physically disabled patients depend 
completelyy upon their attending relatives to go and purchase them. The doctors 
onn duty usually give the attending relative a small slip of paper on which he has 
writtenn the names of the required drugs. After the relative buys the drugs from 
thee nearby shop, he or she hands them over to the doctor, nurse or ward boy. 
Thiss is a crucial task; the treatment does not start until the attendant brings the 
medicine.. Likewise, it is imperative for a relative to remain present just outside 
thee operating theatre during surgery, because they are responsible for hurrying 
too fetch additional medicine or surgical supplies should they be necessary 
duringg operation. 

Relativess also help to administer medication to the patients. The nurse 
usuallyy instructs the relatives about the appropriate dose and asks them to 
followw up the schedule of medication. Illiterate relatives remember the doses 
accordingg to the colour and size of the tablets and capsules. 

Sometimess relatives are asked to assist and monitor the patients' 
exercisess that the doctor has stipulated they do. For example, some patients are 
askedd to flex and extend their fingers in certain positions five times a day. The 
relativess are trained how to do the exercise and asked to assist the patient while 
hee or she does the exercise. 

Itt was also interesting to notice that the relatives sometimes dress the 
patient'ss wounds. As the limited number of staff cannot manage to give all the 
necessaryy dressings indicated for the day, they sometime train the attending 
relativess on how to wash the wound with antiseptic or how to apply a new 
bandage.. Nurses and intern doctors usually train the attendants, as was the case 
withh Khaleque's wife at the beginning of this chapter. 

Ass mentioned in the previous chapter, by bribing the lower staff, it is 
possiblee to get preferential treatment in the ward; these negotiations are mostly 
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donee by the relatives. Through bribes and negotiations with the ward boy, 
relativess can insure that the patients sleeping on the floor will be shifted to a 
properr  bed. Even if the doctor  prescribes an X-ray examination, it wil l not be 
donee unless the ward boy takes the patients to the X-ray department or  calls the 
X-rayy machine man to come with the portable machine. These and countless 
otherr  tasks like bringing the bed pan to a patient in time or  being allotted a bed 
nearr  the window will be accomplished much more quickly if the patient, or  the 
patient'ss caretaker, greases the palm of the ward boy or  the cleaner. 

Relativess are also the medium through which the patient communicates 
withh the outside world. On behalf of the patient, the relatives settle matters with 
thee business, work place and/or  academic institution with which the patient was 
involved.. If the patient wants to leave the hospital to receive treatment from a 
bonesetterr  or  in a private clinic, the relatives must also negotiate the matter 
withh the relevant people. 

Mostt  importantly , relatives provide emotional support to the patient. 
Hospitall  staff never  speak with the patients about anything other  than that 
whichh is medically relevant, and often not even about that. Instead, patients 
receivee only harsh comments from them for  any number  of reasons. It is the 
relativess who console them in their  agony. One patient said: 

Itt  would have been hell if my brother  would not be here with me. 
Theree is no one to listen to me, no one to say a few soft words. It is my 
brotherr  who puts his hand on my head and says to me: 'Don't worry 
everyy thing will be all right' . My frustrations go away. 

However,, to the staff members, despite the care they provide to the patients, 
relativess have a paradoxical position. They recognise the necessary role of the 
relativess for  the functioning of the ward, yet they also consider  them as an 
'evil ''  of the ward. 

AA 'necessary evil' 

Relativess receive all sorts of humiliation and criticism by the ward staff. First 
off  all, relatives are said to be unruly and to hamper  the normal flow of work. 
Officially ,, they are allowed to stay in the ward only between 4:00 PM and 8:00 
PM,, but they can be seen in and around the ward throughout the day. However, 
ass mentioned before, during the round of the professor, the presence of 
relativess is strictly prohibited. 

Itt  requires great effort to remove the relatives from the ward. The 
nurses,, ward boys and cleaners all start this process one hour  before the round 
starts.. They shout, scold and sometimes even beat the patients' caretakers to 
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gett them out of the ward. The gatekeeper always keeps a stick in his hand for 
thiss purpose. Once, when he hit the brother of a patient, who was a college 
student,, with his stick, the young man was very angry and protested. He 
complainedd to the doctor, but the doctor took the gatekeeper's side and asked 
thee relative why he had not gone out in time, after the repeated warnings. 
Anotherr patient told me that the gatekeeper jerked his mother by her neck so 
hardd that she fell down on the floor. A number of relatives told me that they do 
nott feel comfortable leaving their patient alone in the ward. The son of a 
patientt once said: 

Myy father cannot move, I am sure if he wants a glass of water, nobody 
iss there to listen to him. I therefore hang around the corridor during the 
professor'ss round and watch my father from a distance through the 
windows. . 

Althoughh most relatives wait in the corridor beside the ward during the 
professor'ss round, a few also find hiding places inside the ward. Some even 
takee shelter under the bed during the professor's round, as was the case with 
Khaleque'ss wife. After the round is over, the relatives again flood into the 
ward.. During the evening the population of the ward reaches its peak. 

AA second complaint against relatives is that they make the ward dirty. 
Afterr the hundreds of relatives have left the ward, the floor looks like a 
wasteland.. It is not surprising therefore, that the cleaners of the ward always 
fightt with them. While sweeping up the banana peels, nutshells and empty 
packss of chips, a cleaner told me: 

Seee what these borbors [barbarians] have done. If you go to the toilet, 
youu wil l see what they have done there. These stupid attendants of the 
patientss come from the village and do not know how to use a toilet. 

Doctorss complain that relatives are the source of cross-infection. Relatives are 
alsoo accused of stealing things from the ward. The nurses, who are responsible 
forr keeping the records of all the materials of the ward, complained that items 
likee bed sheets and light bulbs are frequently missing after the visiting hours. 
Thee nurses have a hard time keeping track of the items that belong to the ward 
andd regularly quarrel with the relatives about this. 

Finally,, doctors and nurses are irritated by relatives because, according 
too them, relatives ask too many stupid questions and address them to the wrong 
person.. Relatives, who are concerned for the welfare of their patients asked 
questionss about a range of concerns of the patients, such as medicine, food, 
managementt of intravenous infusions, bed allocation and so on. One day, when 
II  was sitting in the doctors' room along with some other duty doctors, a relative 
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off  a patient hesitated in front of the doorway. The duty medical officer was 
writingg discharge certificates. The relative continued standing in front of the 
doorr without saying anything. At a certain point, the doctor asked in an irritated 
voice: : 

'Whatt do you want here?' 
Thee relative responded: 'Sir, my son in bed number 82 has a fractured 
leg-' ' 
'Thiss is no surprise, this is a ward for the fractured patients. So what?' 
'Sir,, he says he is having severe pain in his leg, I asked the nurse but 
shee didn't say anything.' 
Thee doctor didn't let him finish the sentence. 'Do you want your son to 
dancee here? He broke his leg; he will surely have pain. Now get out 
fromfrom here. Who allowed you to enter at this hour, this is not yet 
visitingg hour. Get out of the ward at once.' 

Thee doctor called the gatekeeper and ordered him to make sure that this person 
leftt the ward. 

Despitee their irritation about the relatives, doctors and nurses 
acknowledgedd their essential role in the ward. The casualty medical officer 
said:: 'I can't stand the relatives but I know that we cannot do without them. I 
don'tt know what to do with them'. A staff nurse stated: 

II  don't know how we would manage if the relatives were not there. 
Theree are just three of us now. How could we take care of 120 patients, 
inn addition to all this paperwork? Relatives are a disturbance but they 
aree necessary as well. How would all these patients survive without 
them? ? 

Dailyy routine of the relatives 

Wee have now heard how relatives are perceived in the ward. But how do the 
relativess experience their stay at the hospital? 

Inn the early morning, the ward boys and the gatekeeper wake up the 
relativess who are asleep either under the bed of the patient or in the bed with 
thee patient. Those who are slow in getting up from the bed receive a light tap 
onn their hip from the gatekeeper and he asks them to hurry up. They are told to 
leavee the ward quickly for the preparation of the professor's round. The 
relativess take some time to finish using one of the four toilets that serve the 
entiree ward. There is usually a big queue in front of the toilet. In fact, as the 
patientss are mostly non-ambulatory, the ward toilets are used more by the 
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relativess of the patients than by the patients themselves. Many male relatives, 
however,, leave the hospital to use the toilet of the nearby mosque for washing. 

Afterr they leave in the morning the relatives are not allowed to enter 
thee ward until the round of the professor is finished in around 1:00 PM. The 
relativess of some severely ill patients are allowed to stay in the ward, as long as 
theyy have prior permission from the doctor. The rest of the relatives find it 
quitee difficult to find a place to stay during this time. During the round, some 
relativess collect medicines prescribed by the doctor the day before, while some 
fetchh food from a restaurant or from home. Most of their houses are far away, 
ass many of them are from a distant village, so they have nowhere to go. There 
iss a large lobby on each floor in front of the collapsible gate, the gate that is 
pulledd closed during the professor's round. Most relatives gather in that lobby. 
Theyy sit on the floor and gossip; some of them fall asleep. Some men go to a 
nearbyy restaurant to have tea. This time is particularly problematic for women. 
Theyy find it difficult to hang around public places when the ward is off-limits. 
Somee resort to hiding under their patient's bed, as Khaleque's wife did. 

Oncee the round is over, the relatives become impatient to return to the 
insidee of the ward, and gather around the collapsible gate. They all want to get 
insidee as early as possible. You will remember that after the round is over, the 
gatekeeperr keeps the gate locked for about an hour or two. In this time he uses 
hiss authority to give some of the relatives the chance to enter earlier than 
others.. The relatives who are let in early excuse themselves to the other waiting 
relativess by saying that their patients are in relatively worse condition, and 
needd immediate help. However, everyone knows that these relatives got the 
privilegee in exchange for money, which will be paid later on. 

Afterr they are allowed to enter the ward, the relatives are busy for the 
firstt few hours. They help the patients to eat their lunch. They also eat lunch 
themselves.. The food is either from home, from a restaurant, or from the 
hospital.. Some very poor patients who cannot afford to buy food from outside 
eatt only hospital food, and oftentimes they must share this with their attendant, 
evenn though it is meant for only one person. The kitchen boys who distribute 
thee food are generally kind enough to give extra rice to these poor patients and 
theirr helpers. Some of the economically better off patients give their entire 
hospitall  meal to the attendant of the poor patients. It was also observed that 
sometimess a Active relationship is developed between long-term patients and 
relatives.. They become one another's sister, brother or uncle, and support each 
otherr when needed. 

Afterr lunch is over, relatives begin to receive various slips from nurses 
andd doctors with list of medicines that they need to buy or with the name of 
requiredd pathological tests that need to be done, as decided upon during the 
professor'ss round. Many times I saw that relatives struggled to understand the 
instructionss of the doctors about the pathological tests. Because of the shortage 
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off  ward boys and nurses, sometimes relatives are asked to retrieve the blood or 
X-rayy report from the respective department. I often saw the uncertain faces of 
thee relatives while they stumbled through the bureaucratic process. 

Inn the evening, many more family members visit the ward. The 
relativess and patients have a good time. The ward is full of visitors; each 
patientt has five or six visitors. On one day I even found nineteen family 
memberss and friends gathered around a patient. They gossip loudly and eat 
snackss together. The staff members frequently refer to the ward during this 
timee as a 'bazaar'. There are not many regulations that are upheld during this 
time.. The hospital staff are less present during this time, so the patients and 
theirr relatives are at liberty to do more or less as they please. At around 8:00 
PM,, the hospital staff members recommence their task of driving the relatives 
away. . 

Onlyy one family member is allowed to stay with the patient during the 
night.. Usually the same relative stays with the patient throughout the course of 
hiss or her hospitalisation, but other members sometimes take turns. As it is 
alwayss noisy inside the ward, relatives and patients usually cannot fall asleep 
early.. The relatives often continue to gossip; they only sleep late at night, after 
thee patient has fallen asleep. Usually young males go to the narrow veranda 
andd play cards. Some share the bed with the patient, but most sleep on the floor 
underr the patient's bed. 

Beingg in the kingdom of sick 

Whenn I asked a young man who had been attending his father in the ward for 
aboutt three weeks how he felt about staying here, he replied: 

Youu are asking me how I feel? How can I feel here? Is it a place people 
wouldd ever want to stay a night unless they are forced to? I cannot 
sleepp properly, I cannot eat properly, not for the last three weeks. I am 
takingg scolding from staff members on all sides. I have never been 
humiliatedd like this in my entire life. I feel that any day I migjit become 
aa patient. I do not want even my enemy to be admitted to the hospital. 
Butt what to do? This is my father. It is my duty to take care of him. He 
lostt his leg in the tragic accident. I accept this suffering. 

Onee young girl who was attending her mother told me: 

II  am waiting for the day when my mother will be discharged. I feel 
sickk to be present in this nauseating place. I struggle to pass my time 
here.. They do not allow us to stay the whole day in the ward, but there 
iss no place outside to rest either. Being a woman, where should I go? 
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Myy house is far away, I cannot spend so much money to go back and 
comee again. It is also embarrassing to stay in front of so many 
strangerss all the time. I feel ashamed to sleep in such a public place. I 
thereforee sleep beneath the bed of my mother. It is better under the bed. 
II  put the mosquito net, which I brought from home, under the bed. It is 
darkerr there and I also have some privacy. But still, how can you sleep 
inn such a place? People are groaning all around. Last night at 3:00 in 
thee morning, a road traffic accident patient got admitted. There were so 
manyy people. There was blood all around. How can you sleep here? 

Anotherr attendant said: 

Thiss is miserable for a healthy man to stay in this hospital day after 
day.. I had to close my business to attend my brother here. It is a huge 
monitoryy loss for me. But as an elder brother I should look after him. 
Whatt people wil l say if I am not beside my brother when he is 
hospitalised? ? 

AA woman who was taking care of her son said: 

Thiss is my son; he lost his leg. I don't think about any of my sufferings 
orr pain while taking care of him. But it hurts (mone kosto pax) when 
thee hospital staff behave so badly with me. 

Ass mentioned, there are also some attendants who are not kin members of the 
patient.. One such attendant is a fellow factory worker of the patient said: 

Hee is not my relative, but he has no one in this town. I must help him. 
Helpingg man is helping Allah. Allah will bless me for this. 

Onee police constable, who was attending a prisoner patient said: 

Thiss is probably the most difficult duty I have as a policeman. It is a 
punishmentt to be here in this hospital. I have nothing to do, what 
shouldd I talk about with this criminal? Fortunately two of us are here. 
Wee gossip, read newspapers and struggle to finish our eight hour shift. 

Inn spite of the humiliation by the staff members, their personal inconvenience 
andd economic loss, family members continue to stay in and around the ward. 
Theirr assistance saves both the patients and staff members and keeps the 
hospitall  going. 
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Summaryy and discussion 

Relativess are an integral part of the informal organisation of the ward; they 
performm various tasks that are crucial for the functioning of the ward. After the 
admissionn of the patient, usually one member of the kin accompanies the 
patientt in the ward throughout the period of hospitalisation. This main 
caretakerr provides all kinds of nursing care to the patient. It was observed that 
closelyy related kin members, like fathers, mothers, brothers or sisters tend to be 
thee attendants of the patients. It was striking to observe that in contrast to the 
traditionall  role of Bangladeshi women as caregivers to the sick, in this ward, 
moree men than women were attending their sick family members. This is 
againn related to the restricted public life of the Bangladeshi women and various 
practicall  inconveniences that prevent women from staying at the hospital ward. 

Thee relative helps the patient with feeding, washing and using the 
toilet.. S/he takes part in therapeutic process by helping the patient with 
medicationss and dressings. As most drugs and treatment items must be bought 
fromm shops outside the hospital, doctors cannot start the therapy unless the 
relativess go and buy them, and then bring them back to the hospital. The 
relativess play an intermediary role between the patient and the ward staff and 
thee world outside the hospital. Other family members also regularly visit the 
patient.. They take part in various decisions concerning the treatment of the 
patientt and also provide economic and emotional support to the patients. 

Fromm the perspective of the staff, however, family members have an 
ambiguouss position. On one hand, the hospital staff feel that family members 
aree necessary in the ward, on the other hand, they are an obstacle to 
maintainingg discipline and tidiness in the ward. Relatives are accused of 
breakingg hospital rules, of asking too many unnecessary questions and even of 
stealingg things. Relatives are frequently scolded and humiliated by the staff 
members.. The relatives feel that their suffering is more intense because they 
havee to experience all sorts of troubles of hospitalisation even though they are 
healthyy people. However, despite the hassle and torment, relatives remain a 
silentt saviour for both the patients and the staff. 

Althoughh family involvement in a kin member's sickness is common 
inn almost every culture (Frank et al. 1991; Litman 1974), the degree and level 
off  involvement varies greatly by the context. For example, the role of family 
memberss in a Western hospital contrasts sharply with what has been described 
here.. Family members have limited access to Western hospitals, and they have 
aa limited role to play once the patient has been admitted. When writing about 
thee Mount Hermon hospital in the USA, Coser observes: 'Family and friends 
belongg to past or future, and wear an air of unreality' (1962:4). Once the 
patientt is admitted to the ward, the hospital takes responsibility for him or her. 
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patient.. They take part in various decisions concerning the treatment of the 
patientt and also provide economic and emotional support to the patients. 

Fromm the perspective of the staff, however, family members have an 
ambiguouss position. On one hand, the hospital staff feel that family members 
aree necessary in the ward, on the other hand, they are an obstacle to 
maintainingg discipline and tidiness in the ward. Relatives are accused of 
breakingg hospital rules, of asking too many unnecessary questions and even of 
stealingg things. Relatives are frequently scolded and humiliated by the staff 
members.. The relatives feel that their suffering is more intense because they 
havee to experience all sorts of troubles of hospitalisation even though they are 
healthyy people. However, despite the hassle and torment, relatives remain a 
silentt saviour for both the patients and the staff. 

Althoughh family involvement in a kin member's sickness is common 
inn almost every culture (Frank et al. 1991; Litman 1974), the degree and level 
off  involvement varies greatly by the context. For example, the role of family 
memberss in a Western hospital contrasts sharply with what has been described 
here.. Family members have limited access to Western hospitals, and they have 
aa limited role to play once the patient has been admitted. When writing about 
thee Mount Hermon hospital in the USA, Coser observes: 'Family and friends 
belongg to past or future, and wear an air of unreality' (1962:4). Once the 
patientt is admitted to the ward, the hospital takes responsibility for him or her. 
Thee relatives are relieved of the responsibility of care taking. Glaser writes that 
inn Western hospitals: 

[T]hee visits by family members are regulated more strictly and 
administratorss of hospitals and nursing schools attempt to install in all 
rankss of nursing service a commitment to giving patients both personal 
caree and emotional support. Therefore the hospital temporarily replaces 
thee family in meeting the patient's needs (Glaser 1970:110). 

Inn Bangladesh, relatives are almost inseparable actors in the whole process of 
hospitall  care. The obvious presence of relatives in the ward has both structural 
andd cultural dimensions. As the hospital is severely under-resourced and 
understaffed,, it is not feasible for a Bangladeshi public hospital to provide all 
thee necessary support to the admitted patients. As a result, the relatives of a 
Bangladeshii  patient do not rely completely on the hospital facilities and take up 
variouss responsibilities of patient care themselves. As the hospital staff 
acknowledge,, albeit reluctantly, that they depend on the essential support of the 
familyy members of the patient, family members have thus become an integral 
partt of the informal hospital organisation. 

Theree are deep-rooted cultural reasons behind this family involvement 
ass well. Like in many other non-Western countries, social systems in 
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Bangladeshh are mostly based on primary relationships and family is a crucial 
unitt  in the society. In most cases, family influences the important decisions of 
ann individual' s life concerning issues like selecting a marriage partner, 
choosingg a career, buying property and so on. Abasiekong (1981) discussed 
howw in a non-Western context, in contrast to the individualism in the western 
societies,, 'familism' (the subordination of individual goals and decisions to 
thosee of the family) plays a very important role in the day-to-day decisions that 
peoplee make about present and future plans. As a result, whenever  an 
individuall  becomes ill , the family members become involved in selecting and 
organizingg the therapy. Janzen (1978) discussed how the management of illness 
andd therapy by close kin is a central aspect of the medical scene in central 
Africa .. He developed the concept of 'therapy management' (diagnosis, 
selectionn and evaluation of treatment, as well as support of the sufferer) and 
'therapyy management group* (the set of individuals who take charge of therapy 
managementt  with or  on behalf of the sufferer). He wrote that 'the therapy 
managementt  group thus exercises a brokerage function between the sufferer 
andd the specialist'  (1978:4). The same is true for  the family members in 
Chittagongg Medical College hospital. We have observed how the relatives 
functionn as middlemen between the patient and the hospital staff, as well as 
betweenn other  actors outside the hospital. It is also interesting to observe how 
differentt  patients and relatives help each other  by developing Active familial 
relations. . 

Kirkpatric kk (1979) showed how hospitalisation is a culturall y alien 
experiencee for  an Indian patient. She observed the unwillingness of families to 
permitt  a member to be separated from kin control, care and observation. She 
quotess Gluckman (1962), whose comment is well applicable for  Bangladeshi 
society: : 

Peoplee in societies organized mainly through kinship (primar y 
relations)) cannot easily segregate the activities of everyday life and the 
personss associated with these activities from each other  to the extent 
possiblee in structurall y more complex societies. A dire event befalling 
ann individual in the traditional society has wider  implications for  a 
greaterr  number  of 'significant others' and for  strain within the role 
systemm than is the case in societies like that of U.S. or  those of 
industrializedd Europe. In the latter  social roles are more segregated and 
thee range of significant others tend to be restricted (Gluckman in 
Kirkpatric kk 1979:4). 

Inn addition, a number  of relatives I spoke to during my research felt that it was 
theirr  moral duty to attend their  sick family member in the hospital. This sense 
off  duty also has a cultural and historical dimension. In his paper  comparing the 
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patternn of elderly care in the Netherlands and South India, Van der Veen 
(unpublished)) discussed the differences in the sense of duty and love towards 
kinn members in between Western Europe and India. He argues that the 
preferencepreference of Dutch families for admitting their elderly members to institutes, 
inn contrast to the Indian practice of caring for the elderly at home, is a logical 
outcomee of the historical process. In the West, the notion of an autonomous 
individuall  has contributed to the development of a society in which highly 
professionalisedd care is considered a right of every citizen. The decision to fall 
backk on professional caretakers illustrates the idea that not too heavy of claims 
shouldd be made upon kin; it is openly expressed that too much duty would 
spoill  their children's love. However, according to the cultural code of 
Bangladeshii  society, love and duty are seen as being inextricable from each 
other,, rather then segmental. Moreover, because of the absence of large-scale 
systemss of social security, dependence on individual persons is inevitable in 
Bangladeshii  context. 

Forr Bangladeshis, their sense of duty is also tied up with the sense of 
relationall  obligation and social embarrassment ('What people will say if I am 
nott beside my brother when he is hospitalised?'). Maloney discussed this 
aspectt of the behaviour of Bangladeshi people in relation to the idea of guilt 
(1986:64).. He observed that in Bangladesh, as in many other Asian societies, 
thee sense of duty is not bound up with the European concept of guilt, which has 
itss roots in the Christian tradition. The Bangla terms for 'duty', kartabya and 
daitya,daitya, do not actually carry the meaning of an abstract obligation, rather the 
implicationn is usually about the immediate task at hand or the relational 
obligation.. Interestingly, he noticed that Christian churches in Bangladesh have 
hadd to modify their teachings about the role of Christ in the life of Christian. 
Hiss role to remove guilt and bestow forgiveness is less emphasised than in the 
West;; his role as giver of blessing to solve practical problems is emphasised. 

Thus,, the crucial role of the family members in the ward once again 
speakss to Bangladeshi society at large. On one hand, it demonstrates the 
scarcityy of manpower in the hospital, which is a result of general poverty of the 
country,, and on the other hand it manifests the deep cultural value of family in 
Bangladeshii  individual's life. It shows how in the absence of institutional 
supportt systems, the family becomes the main organisation of support during 
crisis.. The voices of the relatives also show the value of relational obligation in 
thee Bangladeshi society. Finally, the preponderance of male relatives 
demonstratess the limited mobility of women in public sphere, as a result of the 
notionn of purdah. 
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